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NFL Draft 2015 Scouting Report: RB Todd Gurley, 

Georgia 

*Our RB grades can and will change as more information comes in from Pro Day workouts, leaked 

Wonderlic test results, etc. We will update ratings as new info becomes available. 

*We use the term “Power RB” to separate physically bigger, more between-the-tackles–capable RBs 

from our “speed RBs” group. “Speed RBs” are physically smaller, but much faster/quicker, and less likely 

to flourish between the tackles. 

 

None of us knows how Todd Gurley will bounce back from his ACL tear. Gurley isn’t likely to go on 

record with any 40-times pre-draft. So, we’re all left to work with the game tape and guessing. You can 

know what you see on tape, but you don’t know what’s going to happen to ‘that guy’ from the tape 

after his ACL surgery and rehab. 

All we can do is connect dots, and when you look at all the top RBs who have had ACLs recently…they 

have mostly all seemed to bounce back fine. You’d rather your hot RB prospect not have an ACL on his 

record, but it’s almost par for the course anymore with RBs. 

I was trying to hold this scouting report until we had ‘real’ measurables to work with, but it looks like 

we’ll have to profile and estimate them from what info we do have from performance and prior 

measurements back to high school. We look at Gurley as follows when it comes to his speed/40-time 

(and assuming his agility is above average): 

If Gurley is a true 4.6+ runner, he is probably not a 1st-round RB, more of a #40-60 RB prospect. 

If Gurley is a true 4.5+ runner, he is a for-sure 1st-round RB…later 1st-round type of prospect. 

If Gurley is a true 4.4+ runner, he is a prospect to get extra-excited about. The ‘next Adrian 

Peterson’ label can be thrown around legitimately. He’s a top 10-20 pick type of prospect for this draft. 

If Gurley is a true 4.3s runner, he might be the single-best RB prospect of our generation. 

I don’t think it would be crazy to see Gurley in the 4.3s, but our computer projects him safely as a 4.45-

ish type runner with above-average agility times. Given his on-field metrics combined with these very 

good 'measurable hypotheticals', we think it’s ‘OK’ to speculate whether he really is a better prospect 

than Adrian Peterson circa-2007 or not. 

If the argument can be made that Gurley is ‘equal to’ or ‘better than’ young Adrian Peterson…then you 

can also argue that Gurley is a top-15 overall prospect in the 2015 NFL Draft (despite the devaluation of 
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the RB position in the NFL). It also not a stretch to think of Gurley as a top-5 prospect for 

2015…potentially the single best prospect available in this draft. 

Jameis Winston…flawed as a QB, flawed off the field. Leonard Williams is nice, but nothing special. All 

the top WR prospects in 2015 are neat…except you could argue they weren’t as good as last year’s 

crop—‘really good’ WR prospects are flooding into the NFL. There is no clear-cut top/franchise OT or CB 

prospect in this draft…and it’s a little shaky for talent at DE/OLB. This 2015 NFL Draft has no real ‘star 

power’…and then there’s Todd Gurley as the potential best RB of our generation. You cannot say that 

about any more than 1-2 other players in this draft at best (long-shot on Vic Beasley, and maybe Amari 

Cooper?)…and for that reason, Gurley should not be scoffed at as the potential single-best player 

available in this draft. 

You see what I see on tape. The hype is real. Gurley is a bigger, more elusive Adrian Peterson. He runs 

with power and can work fine carrying 225-230+ pounds. He has track & field speed and a studied, 

efficient running motion. He’s a video game creation of a Running Back. I could throw flowery praises 

around, but when you consider his performance numbers in the next section…it’s all you need to 

confirm what people and your eyes are saying. 

There is a downside here to consider; it’s not all roses. Gurley is not the swiftest (mentally) player you’ll 

ever come across. You have the autograph/money scandal that cost him games in 2014—literally 

months away from a massive payday, and Gurley semi-blows it last season. If you listen to Gurley in a 

press conference, and well…he’ll need some media training. He has a more trusting face, but the 

personality on a level with Marshawn Lynch…aloof. You also have a player with one ACL strike against 

them. One ACL tear is ‘overcome-able’…two to the same knee is usually a death sentence—Gurley is 

50% of the way to being an NFL sob story. That risk has to factor into the equation. 

When you consider the pros and cons, it’s not going to be crazy for an NFL team to reach for Gurley in 

the top-10. In an NFL where a coach’s career lifespan is 2-3 years, they don’t have the time or care to 

debate the value of a RB (and their short shelf life) in the NFL. Coaches, and some GMs, need something 

NOW…or they're fired in a year! If Gurley gives you 3-5 great years, and a ton of jersey sales, then blows 

out his knee again, and is gone in a flash…is it really that bad of an ROI trade-off for the right now? 

How much instant impact would Gurley have? Consider these made-up scenarios: If Seattle traded up 

into the top-15, and grabs Trae Waynes or Dante Fowler…you wouldn’t really care all that much. If the 

Cleveland Browns pick Gurley at #12 overall…you’ll probably feel bad for Gurley, and it won’t change 

your opinion of the Browns win-loss future all that much. However, if New England moves up to #12 and 

takes Todd Gurley the football world would come unglued at its hinges. If the Pats (or Ravens, or 

Cowboys) moved up and drafted anyone else, they would be applauded politely and we’d all move on. 

However, if the Pats (as the example) get Gurley, the football world would explode proclaiming the 

season’s over before it begins…that’s the power Gurley possesses. That’s why you could argue whether 

he is the best prospect in this draft. 
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Todd Gurley, Through the Lens of Our RB Scouting Algorithm: 
 

Todd Gurley’s performance numbers are out of this world…when you consider he was working against 

SEC talent, and had defenses stacked against him because their QB play was sub-par, especially this past 

season. 

In 2014, Gurley played a limited amount of snaps in a 66-0 blowout versus Troy. In his other five games 

played (aside from Troy), Gurley was a main touch guy, and faced all SEC teams and Clemson. In those 

five games he averaged: 19.5 carries for 167.6 yards rushing (8.6 ypc) and 1.8 TDs. He also caught 2.4 

passes for 11.4 yards. If you take those five game numbers from 2014 and extrapolate them into a 13-

game season you get totals of: nearly 2,200 yards rushing and 23 TDs with 31 catches…and a Heisman 

Trophy. 

Gurley has received 10 or more carries in a game 25-times in his career, and he has rushed for 100+ 

yards in a game 18-times in those 25 games. He scored at least one TD in 21 games out of those 25 

contests. 

In 2013, Gurley got more involved in the passing game, and caught 3.8 passes per game, and scored 6 

receiving TDs in nine games played. He caught 10 passes in one game versus Auburn. In his final five 

games played in 2013, he caught 5.8 passes per game for 77.4 receiving yards and 1.0 receiving TDs per 

game. All total in those final five games in 2013, Gurley averaged 170.2 total (rush + rec.) yards and 2.0 

TDs per game (1.0 rushing, 1.0 receiving). Insane!!! 

In his career, Gurley averaged over 100+ yards rushing per game in all his career matchups against 

Clemson (176.0), Auburn (111.0), and Alabama (122.0), and Florida (109.0)…he’s also posted 1.5 total 

TDs per game against this group. 

All the numbers above exclude his kick return action… 

He’s had the ball kicked to him 11-times for returns, and he’s taken two of them back for TDs. 

I don’t know what else to say? It may be the greatest all-around statistical résumé for a college RB that 

we’ve ever seen. 
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The Historical RB Prospects to Whom Todd Gurley Most Compares Within Our System: 

 

Todd Gurley runs like Adrian Peterson, but our computer shows LaDainian Tomlinson as a match…and 

the logic there is that no RB has been so college dominating as LT was, until Todd Gurley popped up. Not 

sure there is a true historical match for Gurley. 

 

RB 
Score 

Last First College Yr H H W Speed 
Metric 

Agility 
Metric 

Power 
Metric 

Hands 
Metric 

10.22 Gurley Todd Georgia 2015 6 0.5 222 13.32 12.79 7.42 9.49 

12.02 Tomlinson LaDainian TCU 2001 5 10.2 221 10.86 11.38 8.45 5.39 

10.95 Mendenhall Rashard Illinois 2008 5 10.1 225 13.62 9.76 9.94 10.43 

10.21 Murray Latavius C. Florida 2013 6 2.5 223 12.07 8.55 8.53 11.04 

10.26 Tate Ben Auburn 2010 5 11.0 220 15.76 9.58 8.98 7.32 

10.76 Peterson Adrian Oklahoma 2007 6 1.4 217 12.01 3.96 7.20 5.46 

11.22 Stewart Jonathan Oregon 2008 5 10.2 235 11.23 7.73 11.54 7.16 

7.20 Lynch Marshawn California 2007 5 11.1 215 9.79 3.16 6.23 10.12 

 

*A score of 8.50+ is where we see a stronger correlation of RBs going on to become NFL 

good/great/elite. A score of 10.00+ is more rarefied air in our system and indicates a greater probability 

of becoming an elite NFL RB. 

All of the RB ratings are based on a 0-10 scale, but a player can score negative, or above a 10.0 in 

certain instances. 

Overall rating/score = A combination of several on-field performance measures, including refinement for 

strength of opponents faced, mixed with all the physical measurement metrics—then compared/rated 

historically within our database and formulas. More of a traditional three-down search—runner, blocker, 

and receiver. 

*RB-Re score = New/testing in 2016. Our new formula/rating that attempts to identify and quantify a 

prospect’s receiving skills even deeper than in our original formulas. RB prospects can now make 

it/thrive in the NFL strictly based on their receiving skills—it is an individual attribute sought out for the 

NFL, and no longer dismissed or overlooked. Our rating combines a study of their receiving numbers in 

college in relation to their offense and opponents, as well as profiling size-speed-agility along with hand-

size measurables, etc. 

*RB-Ru score = New/testing in 2016. Our new formula/rating that attempts to classify and quantify a RB 

prospect’s ability strictly as a runner of the ball. Our rating combines a study of their rushing numbers in 

college in relation to their offense and strength of opponents, as well as profiling size-speed-agility along 

with various size measurables, etc. 

https://www.fantasyfootballmetrics.net/college-football-metrics/cfm-home
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Raw Speed Metric = A combination of several speed and size measurements from the NFL Combine, 

judged along with physical size profile, and then compared/rated historically within our database and 

scouting formulas. This is a rating strictly for RBs of a similar/bigger size profile. 

Agility Metric = A combination of several speed and agility measurements from the NFL Combine, 

judged along with physical size profile, and then compared/rated historically within our database and 

scouting formulas. This is a rating strictly for RBs of a similar/bigger size profile. 

 

2015 NFL Draft Outlook: 

Todd Gurley is slowly creeping up the draft boards into the top-20 in mock drafts. In the end, I could see 

him going in the top-10 on draft day. He’ll probably go somewhere between picks #10-20. 

If I were an NFL GM, and if I see a general draft mood that Gurley is going #10-20 overall…and if I was in 

a hurry to change my team’s offense and inject life into my dying team—I’d move up to #9 or so to cut in 

front of teams to take Gurley. You only get a crack at guys like this every so often, and you have to live 

with the ACL recurrence or residual risk. This is what high draft picks are for…not wasting them on guys 

lukewarm/solid players like Shane Ray or Dante Fowler. 

 

 

NFL Outlook:    

I think Gurley is going onto a good NFL team purposefully, likely by a team trading up as I suggested, and 

I see him winding up on a team like the Dallas Cowboys. If/when he does, he’ll be a starter 

instantly…and he’ll be a Rookie of the Year odds-on favorite. Only injury can stop him. 
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